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ABSTRACT

We have developed nonlinear beamforming (NLBF), a method
for enhancing modern 3D prestack seismic data acquired onshore
with small field arrays or single sensors in which weak reflected
signals are buried beneath the strong scattered noise induced by a
complex near surface. The method is based on the ideas of multi-
dimensional stacking techniques, such as the common-reflection-
surface stack and multifocusing, but it is designed specifically to
improve the prestack signal-to-noise ratio of modern 3D land
seismic data. Essentially, NLBF searches for coherent local
events in the prestack data and then performs beamforming along
the estimated surfaces. Comparing different gathers that can be
extracted from modern 3D data acquired with orthogonal

acquisition geometries, we determine that the cross-spread do-
main (CSD) is typically the most convenient and efficient. Con-
ventional noise removal applied to modern data from small arrays
or single sensors does not adequately reveal the underlying reflec-
tion signal. Instead, NLBF supplements these conventional tools
and performs final aggregation of weak and still broken reflection
signals, where the strength is controlled by the summation aper-
ture. We have developed the details of the NLBF algorithm in
CSD and determined the capabilities of the method on real
3D land data with the focus on enhancing reflections and early
arrivals. We expect NLBF to help streamline seismic processing
of modern high-channel-count and single-sensor data, leading to
improved images as well as better prestack data for estimation of
reservoir properties.

INTRODUCTION

Modern 3D land seismic data acquisition is moving toward dense
grids of small source/receiver arrays (or ultimately single-sensor sys-
tems) instead of the sparser grids of large arrays that have been used
previously (Bagaini et al., 2010; Pecholcs et al., 2012; Regone et al.,
2015). In theory, better spatial sampling and thewider frequency band-
width of seismic wavefields should lead to improved imaging after
final processing. In real cases with complex near-surface conditions,
use of small arrays or single sensors leads to prestack records with
weaker reflection signals and stronger contamination by scattered
near-surface noise, which previously was suppressed with large arrays.
If we could place single sensors as densely as we have geophones in
field arrays, then advanced noise-suppression techniques would pro-
vide better performance than noise suppression by analog field arrays

(Özbek, 2000; Ji et al., 2010). However, such density is not possible in
current land acquisition (Figures 1 and 2); as a result, signal levels in
the data after noise attenuation often remain very low. Conventional
time processing tools, such as surface-consistent scaling and de-
convolution, statics estimation, and velocity analysis, require reliable
prestack signal in the data. Their application to modern data sets
acquired with small field arrays leads to unreliable results because
derived parameters are based on noise rather than signal. As such,
a significant processing challenge has emerged for high-channel-count
seismic acquisition: How do we exploit greater trace density for im-
aging while mitigating the reduced quality of the raw prestack data?
To tackle this challenge, it is imperative to significantly enhance the
signal in the prestack data before estimating any of the prestack
processing parameters (Gülünay and Benjamin, 2008; Bakulin and
Erickson, 2017). Due to economic reasons, sampling of the wavefield
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in high-density 3D acquisition remains sparser than sampling used
by individual receivers in conventional large field arrays. Therefore,
we cannot merely replicate the same level of noise removal and sig-
nal enhancement during processing as was achieved with large field
arrays used in the past. New enhancement methods are required,
with iterative processing approaches such as cycles of enhance-
estimate-image (Bakulin and Erickson, 2017) becoming more
popular. Supergrouping of adjacent traces in different domains after
applying normal-moveout (NMO) correction (Bakulin et al., 2018b)
has proven to be very efficient and useful for enhancement of re-
flections and has been incorporated successfully into novel iterative
processing approaches of single-sensor data (Cordery, 2018). In this
study, we strive to find a more data-driven enhancement algorithm
that is free from the simplified assumptions about the global hyper-
bolicity of events used in supergrouping. This is particularly impor-
tant for cases involving complex models and moveouts, long
offsets, and anisotropy.
Data-driven multidimensional local stacking of neighboring

traces may be very effective for enhancing signals of different com-
plexity. Existing methods based on this technique include the
common-reflection-surface (CRS) stack (Baykulov and Gajewski,
2009; Li et al., 2011; Spinner et al., 2012; Buzlukov and Landa,
2013; Müller et al., 2013; Xie, 2017) and multifocusing (Berkovitch
et al., 2011; Rauch-Davies et al., 2013). The main idea of these
approaches is to collect and stack signals from neighboring traces
along traveltime surfaces that describe the moveout of the target
waves. The moveout is described in terms of local wavefronts,
and its parameters are estimated directly from the data using a co-
herency search. A recent successful application of the multifocusing
method to a relatively small (270 km2) land 3D seismic data set,
acquired in a fold and thrust belt setting, has demonstrated the
strong potential of multidimensional stacking techniques for pre-
stack data enhancement (Curia et al., 2017). The challenge is to
design algorithms that can incorporate 3D geometry and the vast
data volumes generated by modern high-density land seismic
acquisition. The typical high-channel-count surveys with small
geophone arrays may have a trace density of approximately
15 million traces∕km2 (Figure 2). Denser point-receiver surveys ac-
quired with 50,000–100,000 active channels can reach more than
100 million traces∕km2. For typical high-channel-count surveys ac-
quired over an area of 1000 km2, the size of the data can be approx-
imately 70 terabytes, whereas for a single-sensor survey, it can
reach 450 terabytes. In other words, for realistic large surveys of
such types, the full data size can reach into the petabytes, meaning
that efficiency and optimization are a must for any viable data-en-
hancement technique.
Buzlukov et al. (2010) and Buzlukov and Landa (2013), using

ideas from the CRS method, proposed an original and efficient ap-
proach for enhancing prestack data in the common-offset domain.
They used a general local representation of a traveltime surface as a
second-order curve and estimated local kinematic attributes. Un-
fortunately, data enhancement in the common-offset domain has
some disadvantages when applied to orthogonal land data acquis-
ition due to irregular azimuthal and common-midpoint (CMP) sam-
pling. Therefore, other domains for enhancement are of interest.
Building on previous experience in enhancing 2D data (Bakulin
et al., 2018a), here we introduce nonlinear beamforming (NLBF)
in the cross-spread domain (CSD) — a new approach for enhanc-
ing challenging 3D prestack data acquired with modern orthogonal

land seismic surveys. In NLBF, time delays are approximated lo-
cally by nonlinear (quadratic in our case) traveltime curves in con-
trast to the conventional plane-wave approximation. We start by
studying and explaining the advantages of CSD for data enhance-
ment. Then, we provide the details of the implemented algorithm
and demonstrate synthetic and real data examples validating its sig-
nal preservation and signal enhancement properties.

CHOICE OF DOMAIN FOR DATA ENHANCEMENT

An important practical aspect for the effective implementation of
data enhancement procedures based on local coherent stacking of
traces is the selection of the working domain. A seismic data vol-
ume can be represented as a 5D cube with two source coordinates
(xs, ys), two receiver coordinates (xs, yr), and time (t). For example,
in conventional CMP processing, we usually look at a slice of this
cube along the offset direction for a given CMP location. In this
domain, using coherency panels for reflected events, we can ap-
proximately estimate NMO velocity, which is a global kinematic
parameter used throughout the data processing workflow. The same
reflection events can be observed and identified in other domains of
the data volume. This is the basis for multidimensional stacking
techniques that attempt to identify and use event coherency in dif-
ferent domains. Similarly to NMO velocity, which is a second-order
approximation of reflection traveltimes using a Taylor-series expan-
sion in the vicinity of zero offset, we can estimate kinematic param-
eters at nonzero offsets as well and, generally speaking, at each
point of the 5D data cube. The ultimate solution should allow us
to represent the kinematic properties of the recorded wavefield
in detail and use them for many data processing purposes, with data
enhancement being only one of them. In reality, the full represen-
tation in the 5D volume remains computationally prohibitive, so
some simplifications usually are required to restrict the working do-
main and the number of estimated kinematic parameters. Typical
domains for estimation of the kinematic parameters and data en-
hancement are common-shot, common-receiver, common-offset,
CMP, or cross-spread. We examine these domains in more details
and identify the most suitable one for enhancing seismic data using
local stacking procedures when applied to modern 3D land surveys.

Modern trends in 3D land seismic data acquisition

Typical land surveys have an orthogonal layout with lines of
sources lying perpendicular to lines of receivers (Vermeer, 2012),
as shown in Figure 1. The shot- and receiver-station intervals are
usually several times smaller than the shot- and receiver-line intervals.
As a result, the trace distribution is dense in two directions (the inline
direction for receivers and the crossline direction for shots), whereas
the perpendicular directions (the crossline direction for receivers
and the inline direction for shots) are sampled much more coarsely.
As outlined in the “Introduction” section, the main trends in modern
land 3D seismic acquisition can be summarized as follows:

• The size of field shot/receiver arrays used in the field is rap-
idly decreasing, and point-sensor surveys are becoming more
popular.

• There is a general trend toward using denser source and
receiver spatial distributions in the inline and crossline direc-
tions, mainly constrained by economic considerations.

V284 Bakulin et al.
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Figure 2 shows a simple schematic classification of 3D land seis-
mic surveys based on trace density defined by Cooper (2004). It
illustrates typical acquisition parameters for legacy low-density data
and the modern dense, high-channel-count, and single-sensor seis-
mic surveys currently in use.

Land 3D seismic gathers for data
enhancement

In the framework of data enhancement based
on local coherency estimation and stacking, we
formulate the desired criteria to identify the op-
timal working domain for such kind of algo-
rithms when applied to typical orthogonal land
3D data sets:

1) Azimuth preservation, i.e., minimizing mix-
ing of traces from different azimuths so that
only traces in a small neighborhood around
the target trace are used for estimation of lo-
cal kinematic parameters and beamforming.
This is an essential feature of any data-enhancement algorithm
required for anisotropic processing and inversion.

2) A sufficient number of traces in each gather, meaning that there
should be enough data to perform a robust estimation of
kinematic parameters and summation.

3) Good density and regularity of traces, implying a uniform
distribution of data within a multidimensional gather and also
between gathers. This guarantees a similar quality of estimation
and summation for all traces without gaps and deficient zones.

4) The simplicity of typical traveltime curves of target events that
affect how accurately and efficiently estimation of local
kinematic parameters can be performed.

5) Availability of gathers within a typical processing flow and
low computational intensity to extract them from the entire data
volume.

Let us now consider different typical domains that can be used for
prestack data enhancement and analyze them based on these crite-
ria. As an example, we will use data acquired using the acquisition
parameters shown in Figure 1a.

Common-offset gathers with azimuthal binning

Common-offset gathers (COGs) are defined as a subspace of the
whole data cube in which the midpoint coordinates xm and ym in the
x- and y-directions vary, whereas the offset and azimuth are fixed.
The data-enhancement algorithms have been developed and applied
in this domain either without azimuth preservation (Buzlukov and
Landa, 2013) or with partial preservation based on azimuthal bin-
ning (Xie and Gajewski, 2017). This is a popular domain for apply-
ing local stacking algorithms because criteria 4 in the previous list is
satisfied easily in many geologic settings. In models of mild com-
plexity, local moveout of reflected waves in the xm and ym direc-
tions is similar within the whole section and may be reliably
approximated as planar surfaces with dip and curvature varying
in limited intervals. The disadvantage of this domain is the nonuni-
form distribution of traces with respect to offset, as observed in
Figure 3. For example, the number of traces in the short-offset
(<2000 m) and far-offset (>6000 m) ranges is much smaller than

in the intermediate range. As a result, the corresponding COGs will
vary dramatically in trace density.
Figure 4 compares the trace distribution inside a fixed 1 km2 area

for 500 and 5000 m offsets. In both cases, the trace distribution is

Figure 3. Offset distribution of traces in the typical low-density 3D
land seismic data set with geometry from Figure 1a displays signifi-
cant variability of trace density with offset for COGs. The mid-off-
set bins are well-populated, whereas the short- and long-offset bins
are more sparse. The traces from all azimuths are shown.

Figure 1. Examples of typical 3D land seismic acquisition geometries including (a) a
legacy low-density survey and (b) a modern high-channel-count medium-density survey.
Receiver stations and receiver lines are shown in green, whereas shot stations and shot
lines are shown in red.

Figure 2. A simplified classification of 3D land seismic surveys
based on trace density showing typical acquisition parameters along
with field array configurations for sources and receivers. The terms
Δxr and Δyr denote receiver spacings in the inline and crossline di-
rections, respectively. Likewise, Δxs and Δys denote shot spacings.
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quite irregular. As expected from Figure 3, COG for short offsets
(Figure 4a) consists of a small number of sparsely sampled traces.
Therefore, it is difficult to expect reliable results from data enhance-
ment in this case. For the long-offset COG (Figure 4b), the number
of points is sufficiently large; however, its irregular distribution in
the plane would result in the variable quality of local kinematic
parameters estimation and beamforming. The distributions pre-
sented in Figure 4 have been taken from the full-fold areas with
the most regular organization of the recorded traces. If we approach
the edges of the acquisition area, the number of traces in the COGs
will decrease considerably. In this example, azimuthal binning in
the 0°–45° range is used. The COGs constructed without taking into
account azimuth would have much denser trace distribution, but the
general trends mentioned above would remain the same. In addi-
tion, without azimuth binning, such gathers will contain traces lo-
cated physically far from each other, and their mixing will smear the
anisotropic effects as well as the surface-consistent factors we are
attempting to resolve in the data.
In summary, traces in COGs have very predictable and favorable

local moveout behavior, allowing effective constraints for the search
intervals of local kinematic parameters. However, COGs have some

significant disadvantages including the highly irregular trace distri-
bution within a single gather. In addition, the trace density varies
considerably between the gathers, and it might become insufficient
for robust data enhancement of near- and far-offset traces. Finally,
azimuth preservation would require additional sectoring, sorting,
and storing.

Offset-vector tiles

Offset-vector tiles (OVTs) are another choice of domain for
orthogonal surveys that is similar in some aspects to the common-
offset domain with azimuthal binning. The easiest way to think
about common-offset, common-azimuth data from the survey is to
consider all of the traces with a constant offset vector h ¼ ðhx; hyÞ.
The OVT gather is constructed by additional binning of the offset
space and by taking all of the traces with offset vectors lying inside
the tile ðhx � Δx∕2; hy � Δy∕2Þ with dimensions Δx and Δy in the
inline and crossline directions, respectively. When the size of the tile
is small, few traces are located inside each OVT gather, as shown
in Figure 5a. In this case, the considerable distance between traces
and the small overall number make estimation of the kinematic

parameters and signal improvement through
summation challenging. To obtain fine and regu-
lar sampling in this case, one needs to use OVTs
with sizes equal to the distances between the
source and receiver lines, as shown in Figure 5b.
This provides excellent coverage but leads to the
mixing of traces with different offsets into one
gather, which results in smearing of signals within
the OVT. In addition, the moveout of traces from
these different offsets can vary significantly, espe-
cially for short offsets. Effectively, this breaks the
main advantage of OVT gathers consisting of
simple and relatively flat moveouts. It is worth
mentioning that during the processing workflow,
OVT gathers typically are constructed at the final
stage before migration and are not readily acces-
sible at earlier steps when data enhancement usu-
ally is applied. This also limits the use of the OVT
domain for prestack data enhancement.

Common-depth-point gathers with azimuthal
binning

The next domain we will discuss is character-
ized by two coordinates (xm, offset), whereas the
ym and azimuth ranges are fixed. Here, a set of
common-depth-point (CDP) gathers is taken
along one inline direction. The local moveout
behavior in this domain is not as favorable as
in the case of COGs. Indeed, in CDP gathers,
hyperbolic moveout in the offset direction exists
together with planar moveout in the xm direction.
The dip and curvature of hyperbolas vary signifi-
cantly along with the offset. Therefore, intervals
of parameter estimation should be wide enough
or offset dependent. This fact considerably re-
duces the effectiveness of any moveout estima-
tion scheme. To narrow search intervals in the
offset direction, preliminary NMO corrections

Figure 4. Distribution of traces within COGs with azimuthal binning shown for
(a) small- (500 m) and (b) medium-offset ranges (5000 m).

Figure 5. Distribution of traces within OVT gathers for hx ¼ 2000 m and
hy ¼ 2500 m. When the dimension of the tile (here 100 m) is smaller than twice
the distance between the inlines (250 m in this case) as shown in (a) then the trace
distribution is relatively coarse and irregular. Increasing the dimension of the tile to
500 m (b) allows us to obtain a fine and regular distribution, but it has the ramification
of mixing quite different offsets into a single ensemble for enhancement.
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may be applied before data enhancement, mitigating the issue. Fig-
ure 6 shows trace distributions for inline CDP gathers. For areas
with a full fold and an offset range between 2 and 3 km, the trace
distribution is quite irregular (Figure 6a). Despite the overall good
trace density, there are still some local gaps remaining. Distribution
becomes even sparser in areas of the reduced fold (Figure 6b), usu-
ally associated with the edges of the survey. Such deterioration
would substantially inhibit reliable and uniform data enhancement.

Common-source and common-receiver domains

The most straightforward domains are the common-source and
common-receiver domains, in which the shot (or receiver) position
is fixed, and the trace coordinate is represented by the inline and
crossline coordinates of receivers (or shots) at the surface. The dis-
tribution of traces in these domains is regular and can be readily
observed in Figure 1. The disadvantage of these two domains is
the much coarser sampling of traces in one direction compared
to another, leading to a lack of accuracy in the estimation of kin-
ematic parameters in the crossline directions and difficulties in sig-
nal preservation during summation due to the nonuniform grouping
of traces. The moveouts of the events are also
appreciable and offset dependent, so global NMO
correction is required to reduce search intervals of
kinematic parameters.

Cross-spread gathers

Finally, we consider the case of CSD. A cross-
spread gather is formed by a single receiver line
and a single orthogonal source line (Figure 7a).
For 3D orthogonal shooting geometries shown
in Figure 1, CSD has the densest and most regu-
lar sampling in both directions. As a result, they
are widely used in 3D processing, mainly as a
domain for effective noise removal, and usually
are available at the early stages of the land
processing flow. Figure 7 shows the correspond-
ing trace distribution away from the edges of the
survey. The physical proximity of the traces
within the ensemble guarantees similar azimuths
without any additional binning. Even at the edges
of a survey, trace distribution remains regular
(Figure 8). The presence of existing acquisition
gaps does not affect the uniformity of enhance-
ment in neighboring areas. The only disadvantage
of CSD is the considerable variability of local
moveout within a gather. By definition, a single
cross-spread gather consists of traces taken from
many neighboring areal common-shot/common-
receiver gathers. It is naturally comprised of
“near-offset” and “far-offset” segments and any-
thing in between. The moveout of reflected arriv-
als in these cases is not as predictable as in the
COG or CDP domains. This disadvantage can be
mitigated by applying preliminary NMO correc-
tions before enhancement. The main idea is to
make reflection events approximately flat and
estimate residual moveout (RMO) rather than
absolute moveout.

After analysis of the outlined domains, we conclude that CSD
after NMO correction is the most appropriate domain for effective
data enhancement based on local multidimensional stacking. The
ability of CSD to naturally preserve azimuths in combination with
dense and regular trace distribution outweighs the difficulty caused
by more complex moveout behavior (which can be alleviated by
performing preliminary NMO correction). The required high effi-
ciency of a data enhancement algorithm for massive data volumes
can be achieved by straightforward parallelization and independent
enhancement of different cross-spread gathers on separate clus-
ter nodes.

NONLINEAR BEAMFORMING IN THE
CROSS-SPREAD DOMAIN

This section describes the algorithm for 3D data enhancement
based on nonlinear time-delay beamforming in CSD. In its general
form, the method can be written as a local summation:

uðx0; t0Þ ¼
X
x∈B0

wðx; x0Þuðx; t0 þ Δtðx; x0ÞÞ: (1)

Figure 6. Trace distribution in inline CDP gathers (xm, offset) with azimuthal binning of
0°–45°: (a) surface region from the full-fold area covering offset range of 2–3 km and
(b) region from an area with limited fold (the edge of the survey).

Figure 7. (a) A cross-spread is formed by a single receiver line (red) and an orthogonal
source line (green). By design, the coordinates xr and ys vary within the cross-spread
gather, whereas yr and xs are fixed. (b) The corresponding trace distribution for a 1 km

2

region shown with arrows in (a). The red dots show positions of the traces.
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Here, uðx; tÞ represents a trace with coordinates given by vector x ¼
ðxr; ysÞ with varying crossline shot coordinate ys and inline receiver
coordinate xr, keeping the inline coordinate of the shots and the
crossline coordinates of the receivers fixed (Figure 9a). The sum-
mation is done over a local vicinity B0 of the enhanced trace with
coordinates x0 ¼ ðx0r ; y0sÞ. The beamforming weights wðx; x0Þ are
used to preserve signal energy and additionally to suppress noise.
In the following examples, we use a simple fold normalization, al-
though more sophisticated approaches also can be adopted. The trav-
eltime moveoutΔtðx; x0Þ with respect to the current time sample t0 of
the enhanced trace is approximated using a second-order surface:

Δt ¼ tðx0r þ Δxr; y0s þ ΔysÞ − tðx0r ; y0sÞ
¼ AΔxr þ BΔys þ CΔxrΔys þDΔx2r þ EΔy2s ; (2)

where Δxr and Δys are the distances from the position of the current
trace in the corresponding directions, and A; B; C;D, and E are the
local kinematic parameters representing first- and second-order deriv-
atives of the local wavefront.

Operator-oriented approach

The first step in the beamforming procedure is the estimation
of local kinematic parameters that describe coherent local events.
The most straightforward approach is to estimate them at each trace
of the data volume, but considering the vast amount of data for en-
hancement, this is usually not feasible. In this work, we adopt the
so-called operator-oriented approach (Hoecht et al., 2009). The term
“operator” is used here to define a traveltime surface along which
the local moveout correction is done. The operator-oriented and the

conventional trace-oriented schemes use dif-
ferent strategies for where to estimate the local
kinematic parameters, how to introduce moveout
corrections, and how to perform summation.
For the conventional trace-oriented scheme
(Figure 10), the kinematic parameters are esti-
mated directly at the position of the target trace
and are used to construct the operator at the target
time sample itself. The local moveout correction
is done with respect to this sample, which results
in one unique operator per output sample. As a
result, the estimation of parameters should be
done at every location containing the input trace.
By contrast, in the operator-oriented scheme
(Figures 9b and 11), special auxiliary parameter
traces are introduced for the estimation and
construction of the traveltime operators. These
auxiliary parameter traces do not necessarily
coincide with the actual traces. The estimation of
the kinematic parameters in these auxiliary para-
meter traces with coordinates xp ¼ ðxpr ; yps Þ is
achieved by performing local summation similar
to equation 1:

uðxp;tpÞ¼
X
x∈Πest

wðx;xpÞuðx;tpþΔtðx;xpÞÞ

(3)

and searching for the values of A; B; C;D, and E
that provide maximum semblance along the cor-
responding local traveltime curve in equation 2.
The set of traces used in the calculation of
semblance is defined as Πest ¼ fx ¼ ðxr; ysÞ∶
jxr − xpr j < Aest; jys − yps j < Aestg, where estima-
tion aperture Aest is the maximum distance in the
inline and crossline directions from the param-
eter trace coordinates. The estimation of param-
eters is done in selected time samples tp of
parameter traces and by using all actual data
traces within an area constrained by the estima-
tion aperture (Figure 9b). The data enhance-
ment process for the trace with coordinates x ¼
ðxr; ysÞ can be written as a double summation of
the following form:

Figure 8. Acquisition geometry showing (a) a cross-spread layout taken from the edge
of a typical 3D low-density data set and (b) the full trace distribution in the (xr, ys) plane.
The red rectangles show the areas where we have uniform trace distribution with a grid
of 25 × 25 m.

Figure 9. Implementation of the data enhancement algorithm in CSD: (a) a diagram of a
single cross-spread gather from a typical 3D high-channel-count land survey. An en-
semble for enhancement is formed by selecting traces with specific small ranges of
source Yand receiver X coordinates shown by two ellipses. In (b), the ensemble selected
from (a) is redrawn on a 2D plane used for data enhancement. Traces within the en-
semble are from the same physical proximity at the surface; as a result, they possess
similar offsets and azimuths. The green dots schematically show the locations of the
parameter traces, where local kinematic parameters are estimated. The location of
the target enhanced trace is shown in red. Different colors denote the estimation, oper-
ator, and summation apertures, respectively.
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uðx; tÞ ¼
X

xp∈Πop

wðx; xpÞ
X

x̂∈Πsum

wðx; x̂Þuðx̂; t − Δtðx; xpÞ

þ Δtðx̂; xpÞÞ: (4)

Here, Πsum ¼ fx̂ ¼ ðx̂r; ŷsÞ∶jx̂r − xrj < Asum; jŷs − ysj < Asumg is
the set of actual traces in the vicinity of the output trace defined
by summation aperture Asum and Πop ¼ fxp ¼ ðxpr ; yps Þ∶jxpr − xrj <
Aop; jyps − ysj < Aopg is the set of parameter traces within operator
aperture Aop from the output trace that defines traveltime curves for
this summation. In this double-summation scheme, several different
operators can contribute to one target sample (Figure 11). The num-
ber of operators depends on the operator aperture Aop, which defines
the area of influence such that all parameter traces falling into this
area are chosen to contribute during beamforming according to their
estimated operators. One of the main advantages of the operator-
oriented scheme is the possibility of using a sparser grid of param-
eter traces for estimation to improve the computational performance
of the algorithm. Another potential advantage is the ability to par-
tially resolve the conflicting dips problem. Because several different
operators may contribute to each output time sample of the target
trace, there is a chance for them to belong to different moveouts and
contribute energy from distinct local events with conflicting dips
(Hoecht et al., 2009). However, because we do not select among the
contributing operators, their influence may be unbalanced. More
“proper” handling of the conflicting dips situation requires explicit
identification of different events (Mann, 2001; Müller, 2009) and is
more computationally demanding.

Choice of apertures

The proper choice of apertures from equations 3 and 4 is para-
mount to achieving computational efficiency and obtaining a good
quality of the enhanced output data set. There are three different
apertures involved: the summation aperture (Asum), estimation aper-
ture (Aest), and operator aperture (Aop). The summation aperture
defines the area used for beamforming (stacking). The estimation
aperture specifies the neighborhood of traces used for estimating

the local wavefront parameters. Finally, the operator aperture out-
lines the area of influence from which operators are drawn for
beamforming. In addition to apertures, another critical parameter
of the algorithm is the spacing between adjacent parameter traces
that defines the density of the estimation grid.
In the current implementation, the summation aperture is selected

as the most intuitive primary parameter specified by the user.
Theoretical considerations for choosing the size of the summation
aperture based on the size of the Fresnel zones can be found in
Mann (2002) and Faccipieri et al. (2016). In Appendix A, we pre-
sent a simplified example showing the accuracy of the traveltime
approximation in equation 2 as related to the size of the aperture.
For real data, the selection of summation aperture is a practical
trade-off between achieving the desired signal-to-noise ratio im-
provement and limiting oversmoothing of the output signals. By
definition, the summation aperture controls the number of neigh-
boring traces involved in local summation to produce the enhanced
output trace. Too small of a summation aperture may fail to deliver
the desired signal-to-noise ratio. However, if the summation aper-
ture is too large, signals could be become overly smoothed and suf-
fer a loss of higher frequencies. These consequences can escalate
rather quickly in land seismic data when stacking traces recorded
in different near-surface conditions having substantial variations in
waveforms and are affected by variable static delays. The choice of
summation aperture for optimal beamforming relies on the assump-
tion that signal waveforms vary in a limited manner within the aper-
ture. However, this cannot be guaranteed in practice with real data.
Therefore, each particular case requires individual consideration. In
general, our experience shows that good practical beamforming re-
sults can be obtained using summation apertures of approximately
100–500 m. To take into account the divergence of the wavefront
propagating through the subsurface, the summation aperture is

Figure 10. In the trace-oriented estimation approach, a single trav-
eltime operator (blue line) is centered directly at the target sample
(black dot coinciding with red dot). The summation of the neigh-
boring traces is done along this single operator. In essence, each
parameter trace coincides with each reference trace.

Figure 11. In the operator-oriented approach, local kinematic
attributes are estimated on the sparser grid of locations of the so-
called parameter traces. Each time sample of the single parameter
trace (red lines) contains five kinematic parameters defining the lo-
cal operator at this fixed traveltime. Local moveout operators are
launched from the parameter traces (red dots) and continued until
they intersect the target trace near a time sample of interest (black
dot). The summation is done along the local traveltime surfaces
(blue lines) using contributions from multiple nearby operators
(within the area of influence defined by the operator aperture).
The beamformed signal value is placed into the target sample of
the reference trace (black dot).
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linearly increasing with depth. The actual aperture number defines
the beamforming area at some target two-way time provided by the
user and decreases in a linear fashion reaching 10%–15% of this
value at the surface.
The density of the parameter estimation grid is decided by a

trade-off between the computational cost and the quality of data
enhancement. If computational resources are unlimited, then param-
eter estimation can be performed in every trace. With limited com-
puter resources, it is desirable to reduce the computational effort
required, especially for the massive high-channel-count and single-
sensor data sets. Using numerical experiments on synthetic and
real data, we conclude that a reasonable trade-off for practical ap-
plications is reached when we have only three estimation points
within the summation aperture in each direction on a 2D plane.
In this case, enhanced data quality experiences very minor degra-
dation compared to the ideal case, whereas a coarser grid signifi-
cantly improves the computational performance of the algorithm.
However, using fewer than two operator traces within two summa-
tion apertures usually leads to noticeable deterioration that should
be avoided. As a result, we arrive at the following practical recipe
between summation aperture Asum and spacing of the estimation
grid Δh:

Asum

3
≤ Δh ≤ Asum: (5)

To relate estimation and operator apertures, we set a reasonable
requirement that all traces in an ensemble to be summed must have
been used for estimation of parameters used for stacking. This can
be summarized using the following conditions further demonstrated
in Figure 12:

Aest ≥ 2Asum; Aop ≤ Aest − Asum: (6)

In practice, we usually take Aest from the interval ½2Asum; 2.5Asum�,
which places Aop in the interval ½Asum; 1.5Asum�. Even though the

above-mentioned relations are based on common-sense considera-
tions rather than on rigorous theoretical examination, they prove to
be quite useful in application to a wide range of synthetic and real
data sets.

Estimation approach based on “2 + 2 + 1” scheme

We estimate the local kinematic parameters A; B; C;D, and E by
scanning many different beamforming surfaces and finding the best
coherency defined by the maximum value of a semblance function.
Optimization can be implemented either as a simultaneous 5D
search for all five parameters or sequential estimation of one param-
eter after another as in the coordinate-descent method (Mann,
2002). The advantage of the simultaneous search is a more stable
and accurate evaluation of the parameters, especially in the case of
noisy data. The sequential strategy is more computationally attrac-
tive; however, it may become trapped in a local maximum and pro-
duce erroneous results for low signal-to-noise-ratio data. Here we
implement the sequential hybrid 2 + 2 + 1 strategy, searching first
for a pair of parameters A and D in the inline directions for receiv-
ers, then for pair of parameters B and E in the crossline direction for
sources, and finally for the remaining parameter C in all directions
with the first four parameters being fixed (Buzlukov and Landa,
2013). If optimization of the semblance function is done by a
brute-force 5D search, probing each parameter bounded by a pre-
defined search interval, the computational cost of the simultaneous
method can be roughly estimated as

NA · NB · NC · ND · NE · NR · NS; (7)

where NA;NB; NC; ND, and NE denote the number of probing val-
ues and NR and NS designate the number of receivers and sources in
the estimation aperture. For the hybrid sequential 2þ 2þ 1

method, we recall that source and receiver directions are scanned
independently. As a result, the number of calculations can be
approximated as

NA · ND · NR þ NB · NE · NS þ NC · NR · NS: (8)

Assuming that all multipliers are of the same order, we can char-
acterize the performance of 5D and 2þ 2þ 1method asOðN7Þ and
OðN3Þ, respectively, meaning the latter is four orders of magnitude
more efficient. As a result, the 5D simultaneous search does not
appear computationally feasible for large data sets, so we opt for
the more efficient hybrid 2þ 2þ 1 approach for real data appli-
cations. In practice, the search for parameters is not entirely inde-
pendent for sources and receivers, and several additional adjacent
lines of receivers and sources usually are taken to stabilize the
search and avoid the local maximum problem. A comparison of
beamformed data with 5D and 2þ 2þ 1 approaches usually does
not reveal significant differences for a wide range of real data ex-
amples; therefore, we conclude that the 2þ 2þ 1 method strikes a
sensible balance between computational cost and data quality for
large data sets.

Local summation procedure

The final step in the NLBF data enhancement procedure is multi-
dimensional local summation or beamforming of traces along the
estimated surfaces to produce an output data set with an increased

Figure 12. Relationships between three types of apertures demon-
strated along one direction of the cross-spread coordinate plane.
A reference trace to be enhanced is shown as a large green dot.
The smaller green dots denote neighboring actual traces to be used
in local summation. The blue dots show parameter traces used for
operator construction (for a given reference trace). The red dot de-
picts the leftmost parameter trace within the operator aperture. As
explained in the text, the estimation aperture shown for the leftmost
parameter trace (red dot) encloses all actual traces that would be
used for the final summation.
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signal-to-noise ratio. The simplest method in which the loop in
equation 4 is done over the target traces with accompanying signal
accumulation is inefficient and slow due to repeated uses of the
same operators over and over again. Instead, we have developed
a fast summation approach that can be characterized as a param-
eter-trace-oriented algorithm. First, the signal is accumulated inside
samples of the traces where the parameters were estimated and only
then is moved to the samples of the target output traces. Compared
to the straightforward approach, this fast method significantly in-
creases the speed of the summation phase. A detailed description
of this fast summation algorithm is presented in Appendix B.

SYNTHETIC DATA EXAMPLE

The main goal of the synthetic experiment is to investigate signal
preservation properties of the developed NLBF algorithm. We use
the SEAM Arid Model (Oristaglio, 2015) and regenerate data with-
out the free surface using 2D finite-difference
acoustic algorithm for one cross section of the
model shown in Figure 13. This allows us to
avoid major challenges of the model caused by
complex near-surface conditions and to focus
only on the preservation of reflection events rep-
resenting signal to be beamformed. Source and
receiver spacing intervals are chosen to be 25 m.
An example of a synthetic common-shot gather
is presented in Figure 14a. Because we use 2D
data in this example and do not have full orthogo-
nal cross-spreads, we apply NLBF independently
to each common-shot gather only along the di-
rection of the receiver coordinate. This implies
that only parameters A and D are used and opti-
mized in equation 2, whereas other coefficients
are not required for summation. The beamform-
ing is applied after preliminary NMO correction
with a summation aperture of 400 m. The spac-
ing between parameter traces is chosen to be
140 m, according to equation 5. The operator
and estimation apertures are selected based
on equation 6 and are equal to 400 and
800 m, respectively. Because parameter estima-
tion has been done after NMO correction, the
search intervals are chosen to be quite narrow:
�10 × 10−5 s∕m for parameter A (equal to
40 ms maximum moveout across the summation
aperture of 400 m) and �5 × 10−7 s∕m2 for
parameter D (20 ms moveout). The common-
shot gather after NLBF is shown in Figure 14b.
The difference between gathers before and after
NLBF (Figure 15c) exhibits low residual energy
along the trajectories of the primary reflection
events, whereas diffraction events with steeper
dips are attenuated by the algorithm as expected.
The stacked sections obtained using the original
and enhanced data are also very similar (Fig-
ure 15), validating that prestack reflections are
well-preserved and remain unharmed by NLBF,
whereas the diffractions are partially suppressed
by the algorithm.

Figure 13. Cross section from the SEAM Arid Model used for
generating synthetic example. Observe karst bodies in the near
surface.

Figure 14. Synthetic common-shot gather for the SEAM Arid Model: (a) the original
data, (b) the enhanced data after nonlinear beamforming with a summation aperture of
400 m, and (c) the difference between the two shown with the same scaling. Observe the
good preservation of reflections and suppression of some diffracted energy from shallow
karsts.

Figure 15. (a) Stack sections for the SEAM Arid Model: (a) original data, (b) enhanced
data after nonlinear beamforming with summation aperture of 400 m, and (c) the differ-
ence between the two shown with the same scaling. Observe the good subtraction of
reflected energy implying signal preservation. The difference image is dominated by
diffracted energy that was suppressed by beamforming focused on enhancing reflections
only in this example.
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REAL DATA EXAMPLES

Single-sensor data: Enhancement of reflections

In this real data example, we use single-sensor data acquired
onshore on the Arabian Peninsula with an orthogonal 3D source/
receiver geometry. The receivers are separated by 20 m along the
receiver lines, with the lines separated by 120 m. Likewise, sources
are sampled at 20 m along source lines (orthogonal to the receiver
lines) with 80 m between shot lines. The nominal fold of this data
set is 2128. In the first example related to this data, we focus on
enhancing reflection events. The data after heavy conventional pre-
processing and noise attenuation exhibit weak reflections, as can be
observed in Figures 16a and 17a. Here, NLBF is done in CSD with
a summation aperture of 250 m. The beamforming is performed
after NMO correction with intervals of �8 × 10−5 s/m for param-
eters A and B (or 20 ms maximum moveout across the summation
aperture) and �1.6 × 10−7 s∕m2 for parameters C, D, and E (or
10 ms across the summation aperture). As shown in Figure 16b,
NLBF enhances reflections in CSD. The level of enhancement

can be further evaluated after resorting the data into the CMP gath-
ers (Figure 17). We stress that sorting the data into different domains
after noise attenuation or signal enhancement often results in in-
creased “apparent” noise that has not been attacked in the CMP
domain.
In contrast, data after NLBF exhibit robust improvement of the

signals observed in the CMP domain as well. The reflections have
become much stronger and more coherent, making the data more
manageable for velocity analysis and estimation of surface-consis-
tent scalars and deconvolution operators. A significant amount of
noise has been removed from prestack gathers, whereas no evidence
of signal leakage is observed in the difference between the original
and the enhanced data (Figure 17c).
The resulting stacked sections obtained using data before and

after the enhancement (and using the same velocity model) allow
us to perform further cross-check of the NLBF results (Figure 18).
Sections after NLBF show a significant reduction of noise and
greatly improved continuity of reflections in shallow and deep sec-
tions. At the same time, amplitude variation across the section ap-
pears more geologically plausible for the area under examination.

The difference between the two sections shows
the noise that was robustly removed, whereas
residual signal leakage is very weak and consid-
ered to be acceptable for such challenging data.

Single-sensor data: Enhancement of
first arrivals

Another application of the NLBF algorithm
is the improvement of early arrivals for first-
break picking and/or full-waveform inversion.
In this experiment, we use the same single-sensor
data set as in the previous case. Examples of
common-shot gathers used for first-break picking
after conventional preprocessing and muting are
shown in Figure 19 (left column). The automatic
picking results before enhancement are shown in
blue. First breaks are barely visible and are chal-
lenging to pick, especially for far offsets. At off-
sets larger than 2.2 km, first arrivals are missed
completely, and the picking algorithm is merely
tracking the mute function. As before, NLBF is
applied to these data in CSD with a summation
aperture of 150 m. In contrast to the previous
experiments, no moveout correction has been ap-
plied before data enhancement. Therefore, larger
search intervals for the parameters are used:
�1 × 10−3 s∕m for parameters A and B (or
150 ms maximum moveout across the summa-
tion aperture) and �8.9 × 10−7 s∕m2 for param-
eters C, D, and E (or 20 ms moveout across the
summation aperture). The right column in Fig-
ure 19 shows that the first breaks after enhance-
ment become much more coherent and can be
reliably obtained using the same automatic pick-
ing tool. Specifically, the enhancement enables
robust picking of traveltimes at long offsets be-
yond 2200 m. The picks before the enhancement
are entirely incorrect in this range and merely
follow the mute function, as can be observed

Figure 16. (a) Cross-spread gather from land single-sensor acquisition after heavy
preprocessing exhibits weak reflection signals. (b) Nonlinear beamforming in CSD
dramatically improves the signal-to-noise ratio and reveals visible reflections.

Figure 17. (a) The CMP gather from land single-sensor acquisition after heavy prepro-
cessing and noise attenuation does not reveal strong coherent events. (b) After applying
nonlinear beamforming in CSD and resorting to CDPs, the reflection events become
stronger and more coherent. (c) The difference between the two gathers showing noise
that has been removed from the data during the beamforming process.
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in Figure 20. After beamforming, the picks start
to track the first arrivals that now are revealed,
and they become useful for near-surface charac-
terization with the help of refraction tomography
or other methods.

DISCUSSION

From the numerical examples, we observe that
the proposed algorithm provides strong data en-
hancement capabilities in the case of very noisy
land seismic data. We successfully apply it to the
enhancement of reflection signals and early
arrivals in single-sensor data. The presented syn-
thetic and real data examples validate the good
amplitude and signal preservation character of
the algorithm even when using relatively large
summation apertures. The quality of enhanced
data is strongly controlled by the input parame-
ters, in particular, the size of the summation aper-
tures, as well as minimum and maximum dips
and curvatures of the targeted events. Smaller
apertures provide better signal preservation but
may lead to insufficient data enhancement. In the
case of very noisy data, large apertures usually
are required for better signal accumulation, thus
demanding usage of second-order terms for a
more accurate description of the traveltimes. In
practice, there is always a trade-off between
the desired level of enhancement and the signal
preservation properties of the algorithm. The
maximum and minimum input dips and curva-
tures of the events strongly affect the computa-
tional cost of the algorithm and also can act as
a filter enhancing or de-emphasizing specific
events. In its simplest form, intervals for these
parameters can be chosen with a wide safety
margin encompassing the range of local dips and
curvatures expected in real data. However, large
search intervals may lead to the undesired con-
sequence of enhancing other unwanted arrivals.
Indeed, the NLBF algorithm has no notion of
“signal” and “noise” and would enhance any lo-
cally coherent energy located inside the selected
cones of parameters. As a result, careful choice
of the search intervals should be done based on
all available a priori information about the sub-
surface and using simplified formulas similar to
equation A-5 or more advanced CRS or multifo-
cusing approximations. The presented synthetic
example suggests that relatively small search
intervals targeting reflections after NMO correc-
tion would lead to the attenuation of steeper dif-
fractions in the data. If diffractions are required
for further processing, then larger dips and cur-
vatures should be considered to preserve the dif-
fraction energy. Diffraction preservation also is
related to the conflicting dips problem because
the diffracted energy usually is overlain by
stronger reflected events. Although the presented

Figure 18. Stack sections from a land single-sensor survey (a) before and (b) after
nonlinear beamforming in CSD and (c) the difference between the two.

Figure 19. Common-shot gathers used for first-break picking on a land single-sensor
survey (a, c, and e) before and (b, d, and f) after nonlinear beamforming conducted in
CSD. The offset ranges are (a and b) 625–2395 m, (c and d) 2207–3197 m, and (e and f)
2747–3591 m. The automatic picking results before the enhancement are shown in blue
and after the enhancement in red.
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version of the NLBF algorithm has some potential to resolve
conflicting dips due to the multioperator stacking approach, strong
reflections naturally dominate during coherency search, further
de-emphasizing diffractions. This could be addressed by the more
accurate design of input parameter intervals based on realistic
traveltime approximations or by an iterative technique in which re-
flection enhancement is followed by an enhancement step focused
on diffractions. For enhancement of first arrivals in the presence
of a simple near-surface, application of linear moveout correction
might be prudent to reduce search intervals significantly. How-
ever, with a complex near surface containing karsts, velocity inver-
sions, or topography, large search intervals are required to capture
highly variable moveouts accurately. The choice of input parame-
ters ultimately relies on the end-user taking into account the frame-
work in which the enhanced data will be used at subsequent
processing steps. For example, in the context of full-waveform
inversion, low-frequency data are enhanced with NLBF using larger
summation apertures (Kim et al., 2019). Derivation of deconvolu-
tion operators or residual static solutions, however, might require
significantly smaller apertures to avoid corrupting surface-
consistent information in the data. These considerations lead to
the development of adaptive multiscale processing (AMP) (Bakulin
et al., 2019) in which, instead of prescribing single universal en-
hancement for all frequencies, we strive to achieve different levels
of enhancement appropriate for each frequency band and as a result
address the fundamental issue of frequency-dependent signal-to-
noise typical for broadband acquisition. Here, AMP splits broad-
band data into multiple frequency bands and provides us with addi-
tional flexibility to apply larger summation apertures for enhancing
the lower frequencies that demand them most and adjust to smaller
apertures at higher frequencies. At low frequencies, this allows us
to overcome the weakness of broadband sources (acquisition chal-
lenge), whereas, at medium and high frequencies, it purges near-
surface diffractions (geologic challenge). Data in each band can
be processed independently, applying scale-specific NLBF en-
hancement and recombining bands at the end for broadband
imaging.

CONCLUSION

We present NLBF in CSD for enhancing challenging 3D prestack
land data with orthogonal acquisition geometry. Important practical
features of the algorithm are the ability to efficiently handle large
volumes of high-density data and seamless incorporation into the
conventional land processing workflow. Using a synthetic data
example, we verify that NLBF possesses good signal preservation
even for relatively large summation apertures required in practice.
In the case of challenging single-sensor field data, the method
allows us to successfully uncover reflected and refracted events
on prestack gathers that previously exhibited only hints of coherent
energy. By varying the local summation aperture, we could ad-
just the level of enhancement desired for a specific processing step.
We anticipate that, with the current industry trend toward increasing
trace density and decreasing the size of source and receiver arrays,
NLBF will enable more efficient processing of challenging
modern 3D high-channel-count and single-sensor data, ultimately
leading to better land seismic imaging and more reliable reservoir
characterization.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIBING MOVEOUTS AFTER IMPERFECT
NMO CORRECTION WITH SECOND-ORDER

TRAVELTIME APPROXIMATION

In this appendix, we perform simplified analysis of the second-
order traveltime approximation considered in the main text. Let
us assume a case of a homogeneous medium with one horizontal
reflector. Assuming that source x-coordinate xs is equal to zero,
receiver and source y-coordinates are identical, and considering
traveltime moveout in X plane only, we can write familiar hyper-
bolic traveltime equation

t2 ¼ T2
0 þ

x2r
V2
True

; (A-1)

where T0 is a two-way traveltime at zero offset, xr is the x-coordinate
of receiver, andVTrue is a correct velocity above the reflector. The aim
of an NMO correction is to move the observed traveltimes of the
reflected waves to the corresponding zero-offset traveltime. Let us
assume that we apply NMO correction with some velocity VNMO;
then, we obtain the following equation:

t20 ¼ t2 −
x2r

V2
NMO

¼ T2
0 þ x2r

�
1

V2
True

−
1

V2
NMO

�
¼ T2

0 þ x2rK;

(A-2)

Figure 20. First-break picks obtained using an automatic picking
algorithm on the original data (blue) merely follow the linear mute
function at offsets larger than 2200 m. In contrast, picks after data
enhancement using NLBF (red) appear more reliable and provide
additional information on far offsets required to characterize the
deeper subsurface.
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where t0 is the actual traveltime after NMO correction and
K ¼ ð1∕V2

True − 1∕V2
NMOÞ is the coefficient showing the accuracy

of the NMO velocity. When VNMO ¼ VTrue, we obtain a perfect flat
event in the common-shot gather. When incorrect velocity is used,
we shall observe some RMO:

t0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T2
0 þ x2rK

q
: (A-3)

Expanding this moveout in Taylor series in the vicinity of the
receiver x0r, we obtain the following second-order approximation:

t0ðx0r þ ΔxrÞ ≈ t0ðx0rÞ þ
∂t0
∂xr

Δxr þ
1

2

∂2t0
∂x2r

Δx2r

¼ t0ðx0rÞ þ AΔxr þDΔx2r ; (A-4)

where coefficients A and D are precisely the same as in equation 2
and can be related as

A ¼ Kxor
t0

; D ¼ 1

2t0

�
K −

K2xor
t20

�
: (A-5)

Let us consider a simple numerical example with a correct velocity
VTrue ¼ 1800 m∕s, zero-offset two-way traveltime T0 ¼ 0.5 s, and
NMO velocity with a 10% error. Figure A-1a shows an exact RMO
curve (equation A-3) and its approximation at the point of
x0r ¼ 500m using second-order expansion (equation A-4) and using
first-order expansion when coefficientD is zeroed. The discrepancy
between the true and the approximated traveltimes can be used to
quantify errors in describing actual trajectories by used second-
order approximation (Figure A-1b). As expected, the error is in-
creasing with aperture and, at 500 m, it can reach 13 ms in case
of the first-order approximation. The second-order approximation
is much more accurate and provides an error of less than 1 ms.
This straightforward illustrative example indicates that traveltime
approximation could be acceptable for a chosen CSD even when
NMO corrections are performed with imperfect initial velocities.
Real moveouts can be distorted further by near-surface complexities
or strong lateral variation of subsurface velocity. Therefore, the
selection of summation apertures requires taking into account
not only noise level in the data but also mentioned considerations
along with the context of the specific workflow in which the
enhanced data will be used.

APPENDIX B

FAST LOCAL SUMMATION ALGORITHM
USING THE “PARAMETER-TRACE-ORIENTED”

APPROACH

This appendix describes a computationally efficient algorithm we
have developed to perform local summation of traces for the oper-
ator-oriented summation approach. First, let us estimate an approxi-
mate number of floating-point operations required to perform local
summation for a whole data set by the straightforward implemen-
tation of equation 4. Inner summation includes calculation of terms
Δtðx; xpÞ and Δtðx̂; xpÞ. Each of these terms demands C1 ¼ 12 op-
erations (eight multiplications and four summations according to
equation 2). Assume for simplicity that our stacking weights wðx; yÞ
are equal to 1, an average number of seismic traces in the summa-
tion aperture is equal to nsum, and an average number of operators
used in summation equals nop. Then for a fixed time sample uðx; tÞ,
one performs nop · nsum · 2C1 operations during inner summation.
Taking into account that we have nt time samples per trace and
ntraces seismic traces in the gather, the total number of floating-
point operations is

ntraces · nt · nop · nsum · 2C1: (B-1)

Fast summation achieves better computational performance by
using extra memory for storing intermediate operations that are
reused many times during beamforming for the efficiency of the
numerical algorithm. We are continuing to perform the same sum-
mation as in equation 4, but we rearrange the terms to reduce the
number of computations.
Let us assume that, for all traces within the estimation aperture of

a fixed parameter trace with coordinate xp, we calculate all possible
moveouts Δtðx; xpÞ (where x ∈ Πest) and store them in memory.
The number of floating-point operations required for such compu-
tations is

nt · nest · C1; (B-2)

where nest is the number of traces in the estimation aperture.
To efficiently use these beforehand calculated moveouts during
the summation, we use a partial summation algorithm (see
Table B-1). The first inner loop runs over all traces x1 within es-
timation aperture of a parameter trace xp. For each trace x1, we
do partial summation: nested loop over trace x2 from the estimation
aperture of a given parameter trace and within summation aperture
of x1. The number of floating-point operations required for partial
summation is

Figure A-1. (a) True residual moveout curve
(dashed blue line) along with its first-order (black
line) and second-order (red line) approximations at
an offset xr ¼ 500 m and (b) the corresponding
traveltime errors associated with these approxima-
tions. The residual moveout is computed in CSD
after introducing NMO correction using incorrect
velocity (10% error). Observe the much better
fit provided by the second-order approximation
compared to the linear one.
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nt · nsum · nsum · C1: (B-3)

As one may recognize, we do absolutely the same arithmetic
operations as in equation 4 but in a different order. Combining
equations B-2 and B-3 for all parameter traces, we obtain the total
number of operations in the fast summation approach as

nop · ðnt · nest · C1 þ nt · nsum · nsum · C1Þ: (B-4)

Dividing the number of operations in a straightforward imple-
mentation (equation B-1) by the number of operations in the pro-
posed one (equation B-4) and making simplifications, we obtain the
following estimate of the performance speedup coefficient:

K ¼ ntraces · nt · nop · nsum · 2C1

nop · ðnt · nest · C1 þ nt · nsum · nsum · C1Þ
≥
ntraces
nsum

: (B-5)

The number of traces inside summation ensemble nsum is rela-
tively small and depends on the acquisition density and the size of
the summation aperture. In contrast, ntraces is the total number of
traces in the seismic gather and is usually several orders of magni-
tude larger than nsum. This fact results in K ≫ 1 and confirms the
superior performance of the proposed fast summation implementa-
tion over a straightforward summation algorithm.
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Table B-1. Partial summation loop of the proposed
computationally efficient fast summation algorithm based on
a parameter-trace-oriented approach.

loop over target trace x1 ∈ Πest

if x1 ∈ Πop

loop over input traces x2 ∈ Πest

if x2 within summation aperture of x1
do partial summation for x1 following formula 4

endif

end loop

endif

end loop
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